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Book review

stumbo, N. J. (ed.). (2009). Professional issues in therapeutic recreation: on
 competence and outcomes. Champaign, IL: sagamaore.

 reviewed by Terry long, co-editor, Therapeutic recreation Journal

This long awaited and timely 2nd edition of professional issues in Therapeutic recreation is 
broken into four parts. like the 1st edition, these sections include an introduction, education  
issues, practice issues, and research issues.  one of the first questions asked when looking at a 2nd 
edition of a book is whether or not the book has “anything new in it”.  For obvious reasons, the 
ability of this particular text to reflect current issues in therapeutic recreation would be especially 
important. it is safe to say that dr. Stumbo has ensured that this edition has plenty of additions 
and updates to offer in regard to the trends and issues our profession currently faces. 

The first evidence of this effort can be seen in the addition of 11 new chapters. With 6 
chapters omitted from the first edition, the total chapter count rises from 24 to 29.  The most 
noticeable change comes with an expansion of the introduction section from one to six chapters 
covering a variety of historical, international, and multicultural topics. This is a significant im-
provement, as it orients the reader to the ever growing need to consider therapeutic recreation 
issues in a broader context that accounts for various peoples and systems.

Several other chapters have been substantially revised, the two most noteworthy being chap-
ters 9 and 14.  chapter 9, by Marcia carter and Ramon Zabriskie, anchors a very pointed explora-
tion of standardization and accreditation issues regarding therapeutic recreation curricula. in fact, 
the entire focus of the education section is very timely, as the status of our education programs is 
arguably the most pressing professional issue to be addressed at this time.

chapter 14, by Jo-ellen Ross and candace Ashton-Shaeffer provides a comprehensive sum-
mary of practice models. Building on their earlier work in the 1st edition, the authors have ex-
panded this chapter to include detailed discussion of the optimizing lifeling Health through 
Therapeutic Recreation Model (Wilhite, keller, & caldwell; 1999), the leisure and Well Being 
Model (Hood & carruthers, 2007), and the leisure-Spiritual coping Model (Heintzman, 2008).

Finally, there are several chapters from the text that have only minor revisions from the 1st 
to the 2nd edition.  in truth, these chapters are still exceptionally relevant to current trends in 
our field.  They do, however, raise the question as to why these issues are still at the forefront of 
therapeutic recreation.  one possibility is that their nature requires that they receive constant 
attention. For example, G.T. Thompson’s chapter on reimbursement represents an area that re-
quires constant monitoring and adjustment from our profession. With a few revisions, the current 
content is very relevant to today’s circumstances.  Another possibility is the continued struggle 
to address some of the issues Stumbo and her contributors pointed out almost 10 years ago. For 
example, many of the therapeutic recreation assessment inadequacies that Stumbo points out in 
chapter 17 have been the norm for years, yet we continue to struggle in create standardized assess-
ment methods that produce valid assumptions regarding client needs and circumstances.  

overall, this book is well written, logically organized, and the new additions have further im-
proved an already very informative content.  it can be read as a comprehensive whole, or specific 
chapters can be utilized as needed. overall flow throughout the text has substantially improved 
with the expanded introductory section and chapter revisions throughout, although any “issues” 
book developed by various authors will present challenges in regard to differing writing styles.  
The book is a definite asset to any student working to develop an understanding of the field; how-
ever, practicing professionals can also benefit from reading through this work.  in regard to the 
question “is there anything new”, it seems clear that this 2nd edition definitely has the quality and 
relevance necessary to stand on its own as a significant contribution.


